LESSON PLAN • EDCI 307A

NAME/S: Carla & Megan

TITLE OF LESSON

Proposed duration

plus brief description (one sentence)

Plants - Growing Roots
Using paper techniques (ripping, cutting, curling) and
found objects, students will create a multi-layer scene of
a plant and its root systems.

3-4 classes x 40 minute
periods

Grade
Level/s

3-4

ENTERING KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS
(what do they already know from previous classes?)

Students will have experience from our earlier lessons in the ecosystems unit of some paper
cutting and collage techniques. We will also have explored natural found objects in our previous
lesson (re: shelters).
In going outside to collect our found objects, students will already have an understanding of how to
go about collecting these resources respectfully.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
(List 3-4 things you would like your students to know as a result of this lesson. Keep concise and
specific.)
A = Content areas
B = Competencies
C = Big Questions

The student will:

A

B

C

Take information from other classes that we may not
be able to see/copy, and interpret them in an artistic
way.
(i.e. life underground, root systems)

Processes
that
transform
ideas and
experiences
into visual
images

Connect
knowledge
and skills
from other
areas of
learning in
planning,
creating, and
interpreting
works for art

Creative
experiences
involve an interplay
between
exploration,
inquiry, and
purposeful choice.

Select techniques and materials to thoughtfully
demonstrate a variety of textures and shapes.
(i.e. ripping paper to get the effect of soil or rocks)

Elements of
design:
Shape,
texture

Choose
elements,
processes,
materials,
movements,
technologies,
tools,
techniques,
and
environment
s of the arts

Creative
experiences
involve an interplay
between
exploration,
inquiry, and
purposeful
choice.

Incorporate a variety of mediums into our art to show
distinctions between the elements of the piece
(i.e. background is paper, plant is found nature
objects, roots are curled paper)

Principles of
design:
Contrast,
emphasis

Choose
elements,
processes,
materials,
movements,
technologies,

Creative
experiences
involve an interplay
between
exploration,
inquiry, and

Communicate the reasoning behind the artistic
choices made when developing their art, and reflect
on the elements used

Personal and
collective
responsibility
associated
with creating,
experiencing,
or sharing in
a safe
learning
environment

tools,
techniques,
and
environment
s of the arts

purposeful
choice

Reflect on
creative
processes
and make
connections
to personal
experiences

The mind and body
work together
when creating
works of art.

RESOURCES
(What resources will you use to facilitate the lesson?)

Electronic & Print

Project inspiration:

(Internet resources, books,
music, videos, posters,
Powerpoints etc.)

Brooks, P. (2020, April 30). 3D projects of plants and seeds. Paige
academy blog.
https://www.paigeacademyumoja.com/post/3d-projects-of-plants-a
nd-seeds
Examples of how to layer torn paper:
Artsonia. (n.d.). Landscape collage.
https://www.artsonia.com/museum/art.asp?id=1425387&exhibit=6
4780&gallery=y
Amy. (2012, May 14). Creating torn paper landscapes.
https://www.makeandtakes.com/creating-torn-paper-landscapes

Types of root “designs”:
This photo from
Gardeninacity. (2016, September 18). A grass roots effort?.
https://gardeninacity.com/2016/09/18/a-grass-roots-effort/
Book to be shared with the class to prompt thinking about
plants and the job their roots do under the ground:
What Do Roots Do? By Kathleen Kudlinski
Kudlinski, K. (2005). What Do Roots Do?. Northword Books For Y.

Art Materials

Construction paper (in a variety of colours)

(All materials and media
needed to carry out the
project. Be specific.)

Cardboard
Glue sticks & white glue
Pencils
Found objects (to be found near the school by the students - ex:
stricks, leaves, grass, small flowers/weeds, bark)
Baskets to collect found objects in

People & Places
(People to reference or as
guest speakers, places to
reference, visit or discuss –
such as galleries, nature sites
etc.)

School yard (or nearby nature site) will be accessed to gather
natural materials.
Su Blackwell
Blackwell, S. (n.d.). Plumlines at Croome court, Worcestershire.Su
Blackwell studio.
https://www.sublackwell.co.uk/plumlines-at-croome-court-worceste
rshire/

Helen Musselwhite
Musselwhite, H. (2008). Chester zoo. Helen Musselwhite.
https://helenmusselwhite.com/projects/chester-zoo/
Hannah Bullen-Ryner
Bullen-Ryner, H. (n.d.). Welcome. Hannah Bullen-Ryner art.
https://hannahbullenphotogra.wixsite.com/hannahbullen-ryner-l

Other Resources

LESSON DEVELOPMENT
(What are the broad steps you will use to facilitate the lesson?

Introduction:
(How will you introduce this lesson in a manner that engages students in learning? What brief lead
activity (music, reading, mind map, short exercise, movement, video, game, story, image etc.) will
you use to engage them with the topic?)

We would take a class outside in the school yard, with the What Do Roots Do? story book and
show how the page is broken up between above ground and below ground. We would have
already introduced the idea of plants within ecosystems in our science class, so this would be an
extension of that.
With roots and ground layers in mind, we will walk around the school yard area, or nearby in the
community, to notice the plants that live within our local ecosystem.
We’d notice and discuss their shapes, roots, what they’re being used for. Then we can introduce
the idea of our art project with an explanation of what we’re exploring and materials used to
produce it. Once this idea is introduced, we can collect the nature supplies and bring them back to
the classroom to incorporate into our artwork.

Development or Teaching/Learning Sequence:
(How will this lesson unfold? What broad steps are you going to use to help actively engage
students in the lesson? List key steps in point form without going into conversational detail.)

●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Discussion: Using paper, how can we bring the textures of the outside soil, rocks, sky, etc.
on to your page?
Introduction to torn paper techniques
○ Show artists who use paper techniques as their medium - show the possibilities of
working with paper shape, colour, and placement.
○ Model: Paper ripping methods
○ Show/demonstrate teacher-made and more examples from resources to show what
torn paper art can look like/how effective it can be
Encourage students to plan out what their above-the-ground plant will look like so that they
can plan where to do what layers of paper torn background
Create backgrounds
With white glue, secure found nature objects to page where they want their plant to grow
Once students are starting to finish their scene (so far), introduce paper curling for the roots
○ Cut thin strips of paper of varying lengths
○ Model: How to curl around a pencil
○ Do several examples, then show how to arrange, then secure to paper to be the
roots of the plant.
○ Again, bring up example artists to show possibilities
When students begin working on their roots, put up resource photos of different types of
roots for design inspiration

Example of finished artwork:

Closure/Reflection:
(How will you solidify/reinforce the learning that has taken place, reflect on the process to extend it,
and deepen the learning process? Reinforcing the learning connects them back to the goals of the
lesson and provides a link to what is coming next. It can be a discussion, question, brief game/quiz
etc.)

Students display finished art and take a walk through the class “root garden” with a reflection sheet,
on the sheet they reflect on two other students' art pieces. Next, they fill out the final section of the
sheet as a reflection on their own art with prompts like “what do you like best about your root
system”, “what would you like to change or try if you made another root system?”, “what was one of
your favourite techniques, and why? (ripped paper, curling, using found nature, etc)”
Class discussion on why roots are important, ask students questions about how the roots in their
art help the ecosystem they are in.
Review paper techniques and proper use of found nature objects.

ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION (based on Learning Outcomes)
How will you assess students or have them assess their own process?
How do you know what has been learned?
To what extent did the class achieve your intended goals? (e.g. class discussions, evidence of
exploration and application in process/finished work, observational and explanatory checks for
understanding, student journal reflections, talking about their work and showing example of what
they thing best fits the criteria etc.)
*Note that in Elementary years it is not required to evaluate projects but to do an overall
assessment at the end of term or end of year, so you will most likely keep a personal general
record of each student’s progress.

Project-Based Assessment:
1. Take information from other classes that we may not be able to see/copy, and
interpret them in an artistic way.
Through learning of this topic in our science class and through the story, students have
prior knowledge of these systems and, in doing this art project, are able to artistically
represent this scientific knowledge. During the process of creating their pieces, we will be
able to see how students interpret this information in their own ways.
2. Select techniques and materials to thoughtfully demonstrate a variety of textures
and shapes.
This learning goal will be assessed through the students reflection sheets that they
complete after the root garden walk.The questions have them identifying favourite
techniques, and areas of improvement/learning which will help us determine if they have
grasped the goals of this lesson.
3. Incorporate a variety of mediums into our art to show distinctions between the
elements of the piece
In participating in this lesson fully, students are achieving this goal. In their reflections, we
will be able to review if students gained a better understanding of this concept and feel
they used this technique effectively.
4. Communicate the reasoning behind the artistic choices made when developing their
art, and reflect on the elements used
Through reflection sheets and class discussion teachers will be able to check for
understanding of artistic processes used by the students and their reasoning behind how
they created their artwork.
Portfolio Assessment / Evaluation:
Check for use of different paper techniques and how students combined them with found nature
objects. Check for understanding of emphasis through the use of mixed media.

EXTENSION
(How can the lesson be extended? What links can be made to other subject areas?

Visual Arts:
●

Lead in to our next lesson in the ecosystem/paper techniques unit

Other Subject Areas:
Social Studies:
●

Community

Language Arts:
●
●

Reading What Do Roots Do? to the class, as a starting off point for this project
Writing a reflection on completed artwork

Physical Education:
●

Outdoor education

Science:
●
●
●

Connected to ecosystem biology unit
Basic plant anatomy/health
Environment

ENRICHMENT
(How will you accommodate for different learning styles, students who are gifted, highly motivated,
and/or students who need extra support?

Students will be encouraged to use as much or as little detail as they like. For students that prefer
to use more simplistic techniques the focus will be on basic structures. Students that are more
advanced, more detail oriented techniques will be encouraged.

SOURCE / REFERENCE
(Where did you find this lesson? If from a journal or internet, list in APA format. If this is your own
lesson, please indicate.)

This is our own lesson

